
within the Erasmus Plus
Adult Education Framework

Our courses for Adult trainers 

In particular,- we act as partners in Erasmus Plus
project within the VET, Adult Education and
Youth frameworks.

We are accredited as a consortium coordinator
in the Adult Education sector of the Erasmus Plus.
As such, we understand in full the needs of sending
institutions and we do comply with the Erasmus
Quality Standards.

We do provide courses for trainers in adult
education.  All of them meet the Erasmus Plus
budget and all of them are the results of years
of experience in the sector. Check out their
features in the next pages. 

We can also arrange bespoke content, in order
to meet your needs.

Get in touch with us to discuss your programme.
Best regards, 

Roberto Greco  |  President
grecor@didaxe.it    

Didaxé is a young and dynamic social
cooperative providing training services. 

Dear colleague,



1-  Teaching entrepreneurship to NEETs

Trainer- Roberto Greco

5 days, Monday to Friday, Turin

The program is imagined to help trainers in designing courses for NEET students in order to
support them in both gaining skills/knowledge and becoming active in their own lives. In the last
3 years, Didaxé has promoted and completed several programmes in the sector of
entrepreneurship, particularly aimed at NEETs and other categories.

The courses are designed not only to offer
those skills and knowledges needed to start
up a company, but, and more so, through
such skills, competences and activities, get
the students to activate themselves, to go
back to study, training, to start actively to
look for a job or complete their preparation
to open a business. As well, among the topics
covered, social entrepreneurship is taken 
into account, as a tool to divert students to
look at other aspects of their life experiences
and understand whether those can enable
them to find their path in life.

The course for trainers is comprehensive of

- the programme of Didaxé entrepreneurial academy for NEETs;
- the digital tools used by Didaxé;
- meetings with teachers and trainers to discuss their methodologies and tools for
students’engagement;
- visit to partner companies and other companies offering similar courses and programmes.

2-  Requalification of urban and non urban spaces

The course has been created to help analysing needs and designing activities and functionalities
to requalify building and spaces in urban and non urban areas. Didaxé is the company managing a
villa confiscated to mafia in Cellole, in the county of Caserta, south of Italy, where it’s
implementing a number of activities and projects to produce a positive impact in the community
and the territory.  As well, in Turin, Didaxé partners with a number of companies managing spaces
which have been requalified in the years in a city, such as Turin, which has changed a lot in recent
years, stepping from the main Italian industrial centre, to a cultural and tourism centered area.

Didaxé can offer meetings with experienced partners, in urban and non urban areas.
The participants will analyse different experiences and business cases, comprehensive of 
elements of needs analysis, stakeholder analysis, business and financial planning, project
management, product and service placement.

Trainer- Sergio Galasso,

5 days, Monday to Friday,

Turin and Cellole



3- Digital training

In the last 12 month of pandemic, online training has seen a big development. But is remote
training  going to last at the end of pandemic? Are we looking at a real transformation or is it only
a transitory phenomenon? What’s the difference between remote and online training? 

We will try to answer to these questions and present to trainers and operators a number of
solutions and tools for online, remote and interactive training.

The course is comprehensive of platform design, course design, video-recording and editing tools,
interactive languages, interaction between platforms, analysis of the investments and privacy
requirements. The participants will analyse different experiences and discuss topics with experts
and operators in the sector.

Trainer- Jacopo Gottlieb

5 days, Monday to Friday, Turin

Course

Teaching
entrepreneurship

to NEETs

11/4/2022
20/6/2022
11/7/2022

6/6/2022
27/6/2022
18/7/2022

13/6/2022
4/7/2022

25/7/2022

200€
per participant

700€
per participant

Requalification of
urban and non
urban spaces

Digital
Training

Start 
Dates*

Course
Fees

Package
Fees**

These dates are provisional, if they do not meet your needs,
contact us to arrange the programme on a different week

Package includes: course fees, 6 nights in single room,
6 breakfasts, 6 lunches, 6 dinners, unlimited public transport.



ROBERTO GRECO  

grecor@didaxe.it
0039 328 89 40 212

FRANCESCO LISCIANDRA 

lisciandraf@didaxe.it 
0039 01119504220

CONTACTS


